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this service is a free "sender id compliant" email verifier. it
verifies the emails, cleans up the data and then checks it

against the sender id database to obtain the email address. the
verifier will then automatically remove the email address from
the list if it matches and the email account is not active. many

website owners do not have an theactualwebsite.com email
address, as that may take some time or money to set up.

unfortunately, in cases where the email address of a
webmaster is on a free service like gmail, hunter.io wont return

it. this will lose you a lot of leads if youre just reaching out to
ordinary people. finder.io is a free online email extractor tool by

500apps that takes data from the cloud or a local source,
exports it, and successfully handles your marketing campaigns.

it also uses on-premise verification to check emails from
domain names and extract verified email addresses of

employees by simply using the company's domain. through
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intelligent bots, finder.io assists in pulling emails from linkedin
and google in seconds. it integrates with the top 25 crms,

including salesforce, agilecrm, and others. other than email
finder or verifier, finder.io has additional features, including

company search, smart bots, and lead mining. many website
owners do not have an theactualwebsite.com email address, as
that may take some time or money to set up. unfortunately, in

cases where the email address of a webmaster is on a free
service like gmail, hunter. yahoo mail, gmail and hotmail are

the most popular web email services in the world. many
business people use them and they have a lot of users. in the
list of the most popular email services, they are all relatively

the same. only gmail is the most convenient email service for a
webmail account. a little drawback, however, is that it doesn't
natively support ios or android. email hunter is a way to solve
the problem and check emails from the iphone and android.
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